In spring 2004 during a survey in East Serbia R. Vasić, M. Miljković and the author of this paper visited the hillfort Kornjet in the village Podgorac, in the vicinity of Zlot, having heard that at that site some metal objects and Iron Age pottery had been found there earlier.

The site Kornjet is situated on part of a mildly sloping hill, which dominates a vast valley. The hillfort is ellipsoid, approx. 150 x 130 m. Steep, almost vertical slopes protect one third of the hillfort, and the rest is preserved by a stone rampart up to a height of 1 m. There are, one large and several small entrances to the rampart. A road, cut deeply through the limestone foundation, leads to the large entrance.

A large number of bronze and iron objects from this site exist in private collections. Most of the objects, according to our field collaborators, are arrow-heads (hundreds of samples) of extremely thin sheet iron with one or more holes and large double edge iron axes (over 40 samples). Several decorative bronze objects were also found at this site. 1

During a detailed survey of the hillfort, a certain amount of pottery and some twenty arrow-heads of thin sheet iron were found in the pits, which had been dug by unauthorised «researchers» (Fig. 1). All the pottery belongs to the Early Iron Age.

According to its characteristics, the pottery is typical of Iron Age IIb (ca. 8th century BC), i.e. phase Lanište I. 2 Among the pottery forms, urn type vessels were identified (indented vessels with various decoration) (Fig. 8, 4–10) as well as pots (Fig. 8, 2–3). Urn type vessels are decorated with channels, »S« stamped motifs and lines executed with a cogwheel tool. One of these urn type vessels was decorated on the shoulder with incised horizontal and slanting bands, in a way, which is not usual for the pottery of Iron Age IIb.

Two bronze objects were also found at the same site: a fragment of a moulded bracelet, which is decorated at regular intervals with three granules (pseudogranulation technique) and stylised miniature bird figures with stretched wings, and a pendant in three-leaf form (Fig. 9). A motif resembling a very stylised bear head repeats three times on the pendant. There is no precise data concerning the iron axes except that, according to our collaborators, they were of double edge type.

Pottery is typical of Iron Age IIb, i.e. phase Lanište I. There are many analogies in the pottery from the earlier stratum in Lanište and other contemporary sites in the Morava valley. 3

---

1 A bronze double-looped fibula with a twisted bow and catch-plate in the form of an hourglass, dated to the 8/7th century BC, was found in Podgorac, at the site »Stremljena» (Vasić 1999, 56 No. 353).
2 Stojić, 1996, 123.
There is a parallel for the bronze bracelet with ornithomorphe decoration on a bronze bracelet from the Nemzeti museum in Budapest. On this bracelet from Hungary, which is moulded in the form of a full circle, there are three granules in series, separated by bird figures on the outer side, as on the Podgorac example. On the bracelet in the Budapest museum the bird’s wings are at rest. This bracelet was dated to the 5th century BC. In this museum there is also a ring with three granules as on the Podgorac example.

There are common elements between the bracelets with bird figures from Podgorac and some objects from the Thracian region (rings of various size on which three granules repeat several times). There is no direct parallel for the Podgorac pendant, however it is similar to some pendants from the Thracian region referred to above. S. Topalov considers these objects, as well as some other bronze types, as a pre-monetary means of trade.

4 Hampel, 1894, Fig. I/3.
5 Celtes de Hongrie, 2001, kat. no. 112.
6 Hampel, Fig. II/44; C. Tappert systematised bronze rings with animal representations from Germany, France, Austria, Switzerland, Slovenia, Tchechia, Hungary and Turkey. Rings with bird representations are marked as type 5. (Tappert, 1998, 183, Abb. 10–12). On the ring from Garching the bird is represented with outstretched wings, similarly to the birds from Podgorac (Tappert, Abb. 12/2). The ring from Epfach on which there are three bird figures and a series of three granules (pseudogranules), is dated to the period 1st century BC – 1st century AD (Tappert, 200 and cited literature). The ring with the bird with outstretched wings from Garching was dated in the same period (Tappert, 201 and cited literature).
7 Topalov, 36, Abb. 16–18.
8 Topalov, 36, 42, Abb. 47, 49, 50.
9 Topalov, 44.
12 Unpublished, in a private collection, but is documented in the Archaeological Institute in Belgrade.
Payment from the Early Iron Age. There are, however, no zoomorphe elements on the objects from Thrace, defined as a pre-monetary means of payment.

Ornithomorphe decoration appears on several bronze objects from the Morava valley, of which the bronze buckle from Paracin is the best known. The bronze buckle from Paracin with two birds is dated to the 7th century BC. On the basis of similarity between the birds from Paracin and Podgorac, we could assume that the objects from Podgorac are earlier than those from Thrace.

There is a pendant from Svrljig, which is almost identical to that from Podgorac. It is obvious that the small number of bronze objects known from East Serbia, which are similar to those from the hillfort Kornjet, is due to insufficient archaeological investigation of this area.

Fig. 2. Cliff (with the cave) which borders part of the hillfort

Сл. 2. Липа са пећином која оивичава део градине Корњет

Fig. 3, 4. Detail: stone rampart which surrounds the hillfort

Сл. 3, 4. Детаљ: камени бедем који обавља градину Корњет

Fig. 5. Detail: One of the entrances to the hillfort

Сл. 5. Детаљ: један од улаза на градину Корњет
Fig. 6, 7. Iron arrow-heads

Сл. 6, 7. Врхови гвозденih стрелица

Fig. 8. Pottery

Сл. 8. Керамика
Arrow-heads of thin sheet iron, which we find in Podgorac, are very numerous in north-east Serbia. A hundred arrow-heads of very thin sheet iron with various holes were found in the necropolis Feregile in Rumania. Being made of very thin sheet iron, they could not have had any practical purpose. It is possible that they served as a means of payment, i.e. pre-monetary means of payment or as symbolic »payment for transport of the soul to the other world« in the cult of the dead. Double edge iron axes were also found in large number in the necropolis Feregile.

The bronze object with bird figures from Podgorac can be dated, on the basis of its similarity to the object from the Nemzeti Museum in Budapest, most probably to the 5th century BC. Iron arrow-heads and double edge axes in Feregile are dated to Hallstatt C (the 7th/ beginning of the 6th century BC).

Objects with bird decoration, which C. Tappert systematised, are probably similar to the object with birds from Podgorac (and Budapest) only in a formal way, as with the iron arrow-heads from Podgorac which are similar to Mycenean bronze arrow-heads. The fact that La Tene pottery was not found in Podgorac supports the dating of our object to the Early Iron Age.

Pottery, found and published here, belongs to Iron Age IIb, or to the 8th century BC. It is obvious, however, that there is a later cultural horizon in this hillfort, which is confirmed by the bronze finds. The sites from the 6th and 5th century in the Morava valley usually contain little pottery, which is in disproportion to the number of particularly precious objects, like the Mramorac type silver belts, from the same period.

Based on the fact that only material from the Early Iron Age was found at this site, we can assume that the fortification and its approach road belong to the same period.

Translated by Ana Vasić
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**ПОДГОРАЦ**

ГРАДИНА КОРЊЕТ ИЗ ГВОЗДЕНОГ ДОБА

Локалитет Корњет у селу Подгорац налази се на делу благе косе узвишења која доминира пространом котлином. Градина је елипсастог облика, димензија приближно 150 х 130м. Око једне третине градине заштићено је стримим, ма- стимично вертикалима одсечима, а остатак бедема од камена који је делимично сачуван до висине од једног метра. На бедему постоји један већи и неколико мањих улaza. До већег улaza води дубоко усечен пут у кречњачку стену.

У приватним колекцијама чува се већи број предмета од бронзи и гвозда са овог локалитета. Значајан део предмета, по саопштењу налазача, чине велике гвоздене секири (преко 40 комада), затим врхови гвоздених стрелица (стотине примерака) од изразито танкег лима са једном или више мањих отвора.

Са истог локалитета је и неколико украшних бронзаних предмета.